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(57) ABSTRACT 
A system and method for creating dither matrices for print 
ing in color. The disclosed method shoWs hoW to construct 
arrays for cyan, magenta, yelloW, and black primary color 
printing for Which only a single calculation using the cost 
function is involved. The disclosed method computes only a 
single dither array. Once the ?rst array is generated, the 
compute 
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FIG. 3A 
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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR COLOR DITHER 
MATRIX CREATION USING 

HUMAN-VISION-SYSTEM GRAY MATRIX WITH 
CLUSTER RADII 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

[0001] This application claims the bene?t of the ?ling date 
of US. provisional patent application, entitled “Color Dither 
Matrix Creation Using HVS Gray Matrix With Inversion 
Technology”, serial No. 60/231,634, ?led Sep. 8, 2000, 
claims the bene?t of the ?ling date of US. provisional patent 
application, entitled “Color Dither Matrix Creation Using 
HVS Gray Matrix With Cluster Radii”, serial No. 60/231, 
031, ?led Sep. 8, 2000, and further claims the bene?t of the 
?ling date of US. provisional patent application, entitled 
“Color Dither Matrix Creation Using HVS Gray Matrix With 
Multi-Cell Replacement”, serial No. 60/231,432, ?led Sep. 
8, 2000. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] 1. Field of the Invention 

[0003] The present invention relates to the ?eld of halftone 
image production. In particular, the present invention relates 
to an apparatus and a method for creating a dither matrix in 
a less compute-intensive manner for use in a color printing 
environment. 

[0004] 2. Description of Related Art 

[0005] The use of halftone patterns is required Whenever 
printing graphics With traditional inks upon paper. Halftone 
techniques arose because the continuously varying grada 
tions of gray scale and colors cannot be directly printed by 
offset, dot-matrix, ink-jet, and other printer technologies that 
utiliZe the deposition of constant-shaded dots of black or 
colored ink. A common early halftone technique utiliZed a 
uniform screen, as shoWn in FIG. 1. The segment of uniform 
screen 10 includes many cells, of Which cell 12 is exemplary. 
Changing the density of gray scale using the uniform screen 
10 may be performed by enlarging or shrinking the siZe of 
the ink dot corresponding to each cell. A light gray may be 
shoWn by making the ink dots relatively small in siZe. 
Conversely, a darker gray may be shoWn by making the ink 
dots relatively larger. The ink dot placed at a cell may be of 
any shape, With the square dots shoWn in FIG. 1 merely 
serving as examples. 

[0006] The uniform screen 10 may be extended to cover 
an entire image. This is a simple process of uniformly 
extending the existing screen pattern, and requires no more 
than simple geometric calculations. HoWever, the uniform 
screen 10 of FIG. 1 has certain visual draWbacks. The 
human visual system (HVS) is very sensitive at recogniZing 
unintentional patterns, called artifacts, caused by the use of 
a halftone pattern. The HVS is most sensitive to sloWly 
varying in space (“loW frequency”) artifacts and much less 
sensitive to rapidly-varying in space (“high frequency”) 
artifacts. The literature on the subject often characteriZes the 
HVS as possessing a “loW-pass ?lter”. Additionally, the 
HVS is much more sensitive to patterns falling on a hori 
Zontal or vertical line. In the FIG. 1 example, the cells line 
up along line 14. Line 14 forms an angle of 0 degrees from 
a horiZontal line 16. It is Well-knoWn in the art that the HVS 
is least sensitive to artifacts When 0 is around 45 degrees. 
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[0007] Abetter approach is illustrated in the dither pattern 
of FIG. 2. The dither pattern 20 includes a large number of 
cells, of Which a typical one is cell 22. There are more blank 
spaces betWeen the dots of dither pattern 20 so this Would 
correspond to a light gray. More dots could be added for a 
darker shade of gray. The cells of dither pattern 20 have been 
arranged so that repetitive patterns, recogniZable by the 
HVS, are minimiZed. It Would appear on ?rst glance that 
such a useful dither pattern 20 is “random”, but a truly 
random pattern Would include clumps of cells and also 
empty spaces. Hence the dither pattern 20 Would more 
correctly be described as evenly but not regularly patterned. 

[0008] The dither pattern 20 of FIG. 2 corresponds to a 
particular percentage of cells being selected for ink-dot 
placement. In order to alloW for differing percentages of 
cells being selected, a related dither matrix to dither pattern 
20 may be created. A dither matrix is a dither pattern With 
an ordering scheme for including cells depending upon the 
ratio of ink dots ?lled cells to total cells required. For clarity, 
a dither matrix 30 is shoWn in FIG. 3a With a limited number 
of cells. In practice, a much larger number of cells Would be 
de?ned and used in a dither matrix. To create dither matrix 
30 from dither pattern 20, each cell such as exemplary cell 
22 may have associated With it a threshold value, selected 
from a sequence from 1 through A, Where A is the total 
number of cells in a dither pattern. For example, the thresh 
old value stored in ordered cell 32 is the number 13. This 
means that if the ratio of dark cells to total cells is 13/A, then 
a proper pattern is for the printer to place ink dots at all 
ordered cells With a threshold value of 13 or less. 

[0009] In order to extend the dither matrix 30 to cover an 
entire image, dither matrix 30 is replicated and applied as 
tiles. In FIG. 3b a typical tiling scheme is illustrated. A 
replicated copy matrix 40 of dither matrix 30 is placed at 
locations in a grid 42 covering the siZe of the image required. 

[0010] A useful dither pattern such as dither pattern 20 is 
not easily created. One method of creating such a useful 
dither pattern, Well-knoWn in the art, is to use the technique 
knoWn as error diffusion. In this method, ?rst a tWo dimen 
sional transfer function Vij that models the perceived respon 
siveness to patterns of the HVS is created. Vij is called a 
modulation transfer function (MTF). Then, a tWo dimen 
sional function pij that describes the location of all the 
selected cells in a given dither pattern is de?ned. Finally, a 
cost function that approximates the amount of artifacts seen 
by a human, depending upon Vij and a given pij, is created. 
In one embodiment, the cost function Cost(pi]-) is given by 
Equation 1 beloW. 

Equation 1 

[0011] Where Pij is the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of 
the given pattern pij. 

[0012] One method of selecting the least-objectionable 
pattern pij for use in a dither pattern is to evaluate the cost 
function for all such patterns pij, and then select one of the 
Pi, corresponding to the minimum value of the cost function. 
This is not practicable. The number of such possible com 
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binations pij representing M cells selected in a dither pattern 
of N by N cells is (N2!)/M!(N2—M)!. This is an enormous 
number even for smaller dither patterns such as 32 by 32, 
and the number increases substantially for desired dither 
patterns of 256 by 256 or even 1024 by 1024 cells. Evalu 
ating Equation 1 for such large numbers of candidate pat 
terns is computationally intensive, and for all but the small 
est siZes of dither patterns is impractical With reasonable 
amounts of computer resources. 

[0013] An additional issue in printing colors With dither 
matrices, such as dither matrix 30, is that inks are transparent 
to varying degrees. If the same dither matrix Were used for 
differing primary colors, such as cyan, magenta, and yelloW, 
this Would result in placing the different color’s ink dots 
roughly on top of one another. Light Would then have to pass 
through multiple layers of ink to re?ect off the base paper 
sheet. Having light pass through such multiple layers may 
produce unWanted multiple internal re?ections and other 
similar optical effects that Will yield impure colors When 
vieWed. 

SUMMARY 

[0014] A system and method for color printing is dis 
closed. In one embodiment, the method for color printing 
begins by printing a ?rst primary color, usually cyan, With 
the aid of a previously generated dither matrix. The method 
continues by deriving a neW dither matrix from the previ 
ously generated dither matrix by moving each position in the 
previously generated dither matrix a short random distance, 
thereby forming a corresponding position in the new dither 
matrix for printing another primary color, usually magenta. 
In an alternate embodiment, a neW dither matrix is derived 
from the previously generated dither matrix by inverting the 
positions in the previously generated dither matrix to the 
positions of the neW dither matrix. In other embodiments, 
additional dither matrices may be derived by a process of 
shifting the previously generated dither matrix horiZontally 
or vertically and Wrapping around the edges of the original 
dither matrix. Additional neW dither matrices may be created 
in a similar manner for use in printing other primary colors 
or black. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0015] The features, aspects, and advantages of the present 
invention Will become more fully apparent from the folloW 
ing detailed description, appended claims, and accompany 
ing draWings in Which: 

[0016] FIG. 1 is a diagram of a prior art ?xed-grid 
halftone screen; 

[0017] FIG. 2 is a diagram of a dither pattern; 

[0018] FIG. 3a is a diagram shoWing some of the elements 
of a dither matrix; 

[0019] FIG. 3b is a diagram shoWing the embedding of the 
dither matrix of FIG. 3A into a larger image environment; 

[0020] FIGS. 4a and 4b illustrate ?oW charts of embodi 
ments of the method of the present invention. 

[0021] FIG. 5 is a block diagram of a computer system, 
according to one embodiment of the present invention; 

[0022] FIG. 6 is a block diagram of an ink-jet printer, 
according to one embodiment of the present invention; 
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[0023] FIG. 7 illustrates light transmission through col 
ored ink dots, according to an embodiment of the present 
invention; 
[0024] FIG. 8 illustrates light transmission through col 
ored ink dots, according to an embodiment of the present 
invention; 
[0025] FIGS. 9a and 9b are ?oWcharts illustrating 
embodiments of the method of the present invention. 

[0026] FIG. 10 illustrates alternate placement of colored 
ink dots in a dither matrix, according to one embodiment of 
the present invention. 

[0027] FIG. 11 illustrates a rho function, according to one 
embodiment of the present invention. 

[0028] FIGS. 12a and 12b illustrate alternate embodi 
ments of an inversion process of the present invention. 

[0029] FIG. 13 illustrates an embodiment of alternate 
placement of ink dots. 

[0030] FIG. 14 illustrates a dither matrix that may be 
derived according to one embodiment of the present inven 
tion. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[0031] In the folloWing description, numerous speci?c 
details are set forth to provide a thorough understanding of 
the present invention. HoWever, one having an ordinary skill 
in the art Will be able to practice the invention Without these 
speci?c details. In some instances, Well-knoWn circuits, 
structures, and techniques have not been shoWn in detail to 
not unnecessarily obscure the present invention. 

[0032] The present invention describes hoW to create 
dither matrices for printing in color, using a previously 
generated matrix, array or pattern to create dither matrices 
and, avoiding intense computations typically incurred in the 
generation of dither matrices. 

[0033] One embodiment is illustrated in FIG. 4a, step 
410, a second dither matrix for a second color is derived 
from a ?rst dither matrix used to print a ?rst color by moving 
a ?rst position in the ?rst dither matrix a ?rst random 
distance to form a second position in said second dither 
matrix. Additional matrices, for example, for a third and 
fourth color, may be similarly derived. 

[0034] One embodiment for printing using multiple dither 
matrices generated for multiple colors in accordance With 
the teachings of the present invention is illustrated in the 
simpli?ed ?oW diagram of FIG. 4b. At step 420, a ?rst 
primary color is printed using a ?rst dither matrix. At step 
430, a second dither matrix is determined from the ?rst 
dither matrix by moving a ?rst position in the ?rst dither 
matrix a ?rst random distance to form a second position in 
the second dither matrix. At step 440, a second primary color 
is printed using the second dither matrix. At step 450, a third 
matrix is similarly derived from the ?rst dither matrix by 
moving a ?rst position in the ?rst dither matrix a second 
random distance and at step 460 a third primary color is 
printed using the third dither matrix. 

[0035] In one embodiment, to achieve the highest quality 
printed output, the dots of the colors such as primary colors 
cyan, magenta, yelloW (CMY), and black (CMYK), should 
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be close enough to each other to be Within 1 or 2 units of 
visual acuity. Attempts to use different dither arrays 
(Whether blue noise masking (BNM) or error diffusion) all 
exhibit artifacts for smoothly changing colors. Each of the 
dots of the CMYK primaries should be close to one another, 
yet not overlapping, if at all possible in order to give the best 
color fusion and still have the inks shoW their best color 
against the paper medium. Matrices can be constructed With 
a Well knoWn human vision system (HVS) model properties, 
but for Which only a single calculation using the cost 
function is involved. 

[0036] In one embodiment, the present invention com 
putes only a single gray-type BNM dither array, but then 
employs properties of the HVS to quickly generate the 
arrays for the other colors. Once the ?rst array is generated, 
the computer softWare program creates the other tWo (for 
CMY applications) or three (for CMYK applications) arrays 
by making identical copies of the ?rst array. Then for each 
successive point of the original array, the corresponding 
point in the secondary array is moved in a radial method 
aWay from its current position in accordance With a number, 
such as a random number. Preferably, the random number is 
used construct a radius that is no greater than tWice the 
visual acuity at a given vieWing distance. This is done to 
ensure that the C from the original array is Within the human 
color fusion radius With respect to the M, Y, and potentially 
K, colors if they have the same threshold values. 

[0037] Since the secondary arrays have a random offset, 
such as a radial offset, from the original array, the colored 
dots Will not lie upon one another in the loWer ink density 
threshold values. This may be further ensured by making a 
database for each of the secondary arrays. The database 
simply lists if the current geometric position in that second 
ary array has been used. If it has, then another radial random 
number is generated to place the dot at a neW position. If the 
neW position is also taken, the process continues until a 
position not already taken is found. In certain instances 
Where high threshold values are involved, this may entail 
increasing the radius for the random number generation 
process beyond tWo units of visual acuity. 

[0038] Eventually, all the positions of the secondary arrays 
are ?lled. For the vast majority of the positions, a position’s 
threshold value lies very close to the same threshold value 
in the primary array. This means smooth color gradations 
Will have their colored primary dots laying very close 
together. For those threshold values that required the sec 
ondary arrays to move to a larger radii, the colors should 
either be dark enough or saturated enough that human 
perception Will not notice the separation in the dots. 

[0039] A variation of this invention is to add the require 
ment, When searching the database for an available empty 
hole to place the dot, to ensure that thresholds for slightly 
larger or smaller dots are kept as far aWay from each other 
as possible. This Would separate the color dots in a smooth 
gradation as far as possible from each other. This in turn 
makes the gradation smooth and artifact-free since most 
artifacts in BMN array occur When dots are placed too close 
together and form visual patterns. By having the database 
also include the threshold level of the dot that occupies a 
space in the array, the search for an empty hole at a given 
radial position could choose the empty position that is as far 
Way as permitted for a threshold that has a similar value. 
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[0040] In an alternate embodiment, the present invention 
makes use of the fact that cyan and magenta are the tWo 
dominant color primaries (not considering black). The yel 
loW plane has the most pure inks and the human visual 
system sees the yelloW plane the least. Once a single gray 
blue noise masking (BNM) dither matrix is created, it is then 
given over for use by the magenta color plane. This is 
because magenta inks are the most impure or contaminated 
With other primary colors. The cyan plane dither matrix may 
then be constructed by inverting the magenta dither matrix 
such that, for a coordinate system centered in the middle of 
the dither matrix, x is replaced by —x and y is replace by —y. 
So, for example, if a magenta ink dot appears in the upper 
left quadrant for a given threshold level, then the corre 
sponding cyan ink dot for the same threshold level Would 
appear at the loWer right quadrant as part of the ?nal 
combined color planes image. This technique saves the 
printer from having to store a separate dither matrix for the 
cyan and magenta colors since simple addressing changes 
provide the magenta and cyan dither patterns from the same 
single gray BNM array. 

[0041] The yelloW plane, since it is the most imperceptible 
to the human eye, may be generated by shifting the single 
gray BNM array in a Wrap-around manner to the left by 
one-half the dither siZe. This makes the center of the gray 
array to the extreme left side of the yelloW array, the left 
edge of the gray array go to the middle of the neW yelloW 
array, and the right edge of the gray array abutting this left 
edge near the center of the yelloW array. Since the gray BNM 
array is designed to be position independent, the shift With 
Wrap-around should have the same visual properties. 

[0042] Ablack plane, if needed may be constructed in the 
same manner as the yelloW plane, except the shift of the 
original gray BNM array is performed toWards the top of the 
array With Wrap-around to the bottom of the array. 

[0043] A change to the cost function of Equation 1 may be 
utiliZed. It has been assumed that the ?nal gray BNM array 
is shift and inversion invariant since the pattern is supposed 
to be very close to “random” in nature. But When shifts and 
inversions of gray masks have been tried in the past, the 
edges shoW the breakdoWn of spatial invariance. This hap 
pens because of round off, and because of the angular 
dependence of the human visual system. 

[0044] In one embodiment, the present invention modi?es 
the environment of the cost function of Equation 1 in order 
to force the system to have a better invariance to shift and 
inversion operations. The siZe of the dither array is 
increased, in one embodiment by ?ve units of visual acuity 
at the vieWing resolution. For a 128 by 128 array at a 
vieWing distance of 12 inches, this means the array needs to 
be increased to 141 by 141. The data in these extra positions 
represent the edges of the yelloW and black planes that 
Would ?ll the outer ?ve units of visual acuity of the original 
128 by 128 array. In other Words, it represents the data from 
the neW yelloW array that Was shifted from right to left With 
Wrap-around, and it represents the data from the black array 
that Was shifted from top to bottom With Wrap-around. This 
addition to the original data array makes the cost function of 
Equation 1 sensitive to the edges of the array Where transi 
tions have been made. It may be noted that only a 128 by 128 
array is created, but the cost function of that array Was 
derived from the slightly larger array that considers the 










